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Abstract

ness. Mobile awareness systems help create new opportunities for social interaction while on the move [10].
Young people endure SMS even though it lacks expressiveness. However, it satisfies an important social and
personal need to feel connected [15]. The fact is, millions of people around the world find it important to
stay aware of what there friends and family are doing,
whether in a safety-critical situation or just curiosity.
These communicated indicators of the status of remote
people are becoming so common in computer communications systems comes hand-in-hand with the change
of computer usage from a tool for the individual to a
tool for social intercourse.

Mobile awareness systems aim to open up opportunities
for social discourse by communicating awareness cues
while out and about. This is a contemporary research
topic in computer science, cognitive science, psychology and sociology, where a large effort is being put into
understanding the cognitive processes involved in inferring activity from awareness cues; which cues to use in
the first place; how to assimilate, visualise and interact
with data from sensors that form the basis of awareness
cues; and how to measure the effects. We are specifically looking at how best to visualise, interact with and
measure the effects of awareness cues formed from two Oulasvirta et. al [10] argue that “awareness is best
types of sensors - location and movement (accelerome- understood as social inference of computer-produced
ter).
awareness cues. First-order awareness is the the immediate change in a user’s belief state that is a results of
This research aims to comprehensively answer some of
an inference. Second-order awareness is the more perthese questions using an extended 5-stage user-centered
sistent state of knowing that another person is doing
design model (UCD) - understanding, study, design,
something that lasts beyond an individual act of inferbuild and evaluate. This document forms an overview
ence. The point of this distinction is that computers
of the current stage of Ph.D. research on this topic, and
may make a user feel being aware of a remote person in
is the first report after the thesis proposal.
the absence of an awareness interface”. They classify
the utility of awareness ’cues’ into three groups: for coordination (where are you?), for expression (portraying
some emotional state), and for companionship (social
1 Introduction
presence).

1.1

What is Awareness?

Automatic cues communicates presence, availability
and responsiveness inferences, which have been observed to be important in IM and other online messaging systems [9]. Automatic cues are thought to not be
of primary importance, but should take a supporting
role, with user-generated cues taking precedence, due
to its inherent ambiguity [4]. Awareness is therefore
essentially a mental representation, or a belief state, of
somebody elses current situation.

Awareness systems leverage sensor data by reprocessing, distributing, and representing them for users.
Even since the 1970’s, the combination of finger and
talk commands enabled Unix users to find out who is
connected to the network. Awareness is an important
contemporary problem and becoming more and more
so, and its meaning in everyday life can be highlighted
by systems such as Twitter, Facebook and even IM
that leverage the connectedness of digital communications systems to constantly broadcast states of aware1

Figure 1: Social presence, awareness and connectedness
Figure 2:
Extended 5 stage user-centered dein context
sign/research model, the new stage entailing conceptual analysis or ’understanding’

1.2

What is Connectedness?

journal papers, for example on cognitive maps, a common theory in psychology relating to how we represent
and infer spatial information in our minds [14], including an application highlighting the potential benefits
of improving comprehension of virtual environments
by tapping into this nature of the human mind [12].
Newer journal papers on mobile awareness cues in cognitive science attempt to model mobile awareness using
the concept of the inference of cues. These inferences
are analytical in that “the initial interpretation can be
adjusted, changed or even rejected” [10].

The fundamental need for belonging and connectedness promotes social relationships. Communication
can create a sense of connectedness or feeling of being in touch. Nardi, et al. [9] found Instant Messenger (IM) users monitored availability of colleagues and
exchanged greetings even when they did not want to
exchange information; these ’awareness moments’, (p.
7) “argue for a richer notion of communication than
current media theories allow. Even when no direct
information exchange is taking place, people want to
maintain connection with others, outside the context
of specific events of information exchange”. Kuwabara
et al. [7] define ’connectedness orientated communication’ as exchanges that allow people to be aware of
each other and contribute to maintaining social relationships.

1.3

I have written four equipment funding proposals required for the planned ethnographic test of my system. This was required as my thesis proposal outlined
specifics that have changed slightly since the original
proposal before I started my PhD study, which is reflected on the change of equipment. One was sent to
EPSRC, the research committee, Nokia and Vodafone.
The first two responded saying it’s outside of their remit, Nokia did not respond at all and Vodafone offered
an internship interview instead, which would have included support for equipment. We were exploring the
possibility of having an additional external supervisor
while working on mobile user experience concept design
at their offices in London. I am waiting for the interview results, but meanwhile have been offered an opportunity to work as a consultant to do a literature review on present and future context-aware technologies.
Funding for equipment at this point can be sourced
from this consultancy work, or through Russell’s BDX
account.

Awareness, Social Presence and
Connectedness

Figure 1, represents the suggested logical relationships
between the three concepts. Social presence implies
awareness of the other person’s mental state. However,
awareness can occur without either social presence or
connectedness [13].

2

Work Completed Thus Far

The main phases of work completed thus far are 1) extended conceptual understanding, where a typical usercentered design model in HCI was extended to include
a new conceptual analysis stage; 2) study phase, aimed
to dive deeper into current communication practises in
an ethnographic, in-situ self-report study; and 3) conceptualisation and development of novel visualisations
taking these results into account.

2.1

Conceptual Research

I developed and deployed a questionnaire as part
of the ’understand’ phase of the user-centred design/research model (UCD). Mainly, we wanted to understand the dynamics of location disclosure; we did
this through two separate studies–an online questionI have extended my breadth of knowledge in the litera- naire and ethnographic probe, inspired by William
ture as well as updated myself with new conference and Gaver’s cultural probes concept, popularised in HCI
2

in 1999 [5]. From this, we develop design heuristics
for sensor-based social awareness applications aiming
to reduce the effort required to stay connected to our
friends and family
To gather information on how existing communications
technology is used for helping people stay aware others, a survey was distributed (primarily to students
at the university N=144). We wanted to find out
how attachment to family through involvement, either
by being geographically co-located or by keeping in
touch through communications mediums affects how
they control their location sharing. We wanted to use
this as an initial study that would give us a grounding
of how people treat privacy in existing practices, before
applying it to location-aware systems. Our analysis
concentrated on the dynamics of self-reported deception behavior and overall privacy in location sharing
using existing communications mediums that is, what
factors affect when people lie about their location to
others, and in what situations users are willing to share.
The full results have been submitted to a major HCI
conference as a full paper.

2.1.1

Figure 3: The Facebook UI for the location cultural
study
deep into the culture of subjects that feeds into the
design process.
The proliferation of networked interfaces and technologies designed to connect people in as many ways as
possible have given the opportunity for people to be
aware of their friends and family in a more enriched
way than ever before. To see how context-aware systems can support current practices without risk of simply adding noise to the communications landscape, we
must take a step back and explore the way we already
communicate.

Findings

A significant proportion of respondents expressed a regular use of deception when sharing locations over existing communications technologies, which suggests that
social awareness systems based on location should also
support the ability to provide deceptive information.
We did not find a significant correlation between geographical distance from family and (self-reported) location deception frequency. We also did not find a
significant correlation between friendship number and
sharing openness, but we did find a positive correlation
between importance placed on social networking websites for communication and sharing openness. Interestingly, our results showed a negative correlation between the importance of social networking websites to
a user and deception openness, which suggests that deceptive behavior is fundamentally different from sharing openness.

2.2

We have identified the target subject group as being “those who feel at times disconnected with those
around them, either due to the imbalance between the
reliance on technology for communication and the everincreasing risk of information and interruption overload”. The cultural probe was originally designed by
Gaver to be a way of the elderly having a comfortable medium to express their thoughts via postcards
annotations, post-it notes and sketches. Rather than
applying this research method directly, I wanted to improve the speed of deployment to many people at the
same time, and take advantage of mobile phones as a
convenient input method where users can participate
in the study wherever they are.

Location Cultural Study

Participants were asked to add to the system a note
whenever they think of someone else, whether or not
it results in actual communication. We expected people’s entries to radiate around the following core subjects: “where are you?”, “what are you doing?”, “are
you available/busy?” and “when will you be here?”.
They could input this by sending an text message to
a special number provided by the Facebook application framework (preferred) or using the online system
directly. When they log into the application online,

In the second stage of the UCD cycle wanted to identify the nature of decisions made by people at the point
of inspiration. An ethnographic research method was
identified in the thesis proposal that would help gain
the insight and inspiration into the processes involved
during choice making–the cultural probe [5], which
stresses the importance of uncertainty in analysis and
interpretation of results [6]. The cultural probe has
been shown to be an effective way of gaining insight
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various questions are asked that probe into the nature
of the “thought entries”. For example:
• How confident were you that [name] was available
to talk at this time. Why?
• I didn’t want to disturb [name] at this time. Why?
• Is the time of the day related to you thinking of
[name]? Do you usually think of him/her at this
time?
Figure 4: A concept sketch from one participant of the
Users were also prompted to create drawings to illus- location study
trate possible conceptual designs for interfaces supporting that particular communications instance, for examThe framework consists of three architectural parts (see
ple:
Figure 5): 1) a web-based interface (Figure 8) where
users can define the places that are important to them;
• Draw a picture of where you think [name] was lo- 2) a mobile system consisting of a mobile device, bluecated, relative to where you were positioned, at tooth GPS and accelerometer sensors, sending raw data
the moment you made this entry. Label this as to a remote server; and 2) a remote system that processes the raw sensor data and performs intermediary
drawing [drawing id] and keep it safe.
processing to be sent back to the mobile system when
• Sketch a picture representing the activity you awareness data is requested.
think [name] was doing at the moment you made
this entry. Imagine this picture would be represented on a mobile phone. Include whatever inforGPS Sensor
Motion Sensor
mation you think you need in order to know their
activity.
Geographical
Coordinates

The pages of the probe pack are illustrated in Figure 7. The pack described what is required from the
participants, referring to the Facebook application’s
URL, instructions on how to input data using SMS,
pages for creative drawings and magazine cutout collage. Stationary was provided–post-it notes, pens of
various colours, pencils, erasers and coloured pencils so
that participants had as many different ways of drawing their concepts as possible.

Sampled
Locations

Movement
Processor

Classification

For the initial stage of the study, we have already received 44 entries, with 29 that include additional details. Please refer to the appendices for a tabular summary. One of the drawings received is shown in Figure 4, which shows the relative positioning of the experimental subject and the person they were thinking
of.

2.3

Raw Accelerometer
Data

Visualisation
Processor
Temporary Storage of Location History

Experience
Sampling

Design and Implementation of Experimental Platform

Awareness and Connectedness
Metric

I am currently recruiting more people to participate
in the study. At the same time, I am developing the
technical framework, based on J2ME-enabled phones,
bluetooth GPS modules and bluetooth accelerometers
with sensors feeding into a group mobile social awareness system.

Mobile Device

Figure 5: Overall system architecture
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3.1

Developed Experimental Design
Experiment 1 (Working Platform)

A working platform is under development on the J2ME
platform with a Bluetooth GPS module and Bluetooth
accelerometer, both self-powered. To reduce power
consumption, the sensors will only be activated during
periods of high movement. Intervals between sensor
readings will be decreased during moments of low activity (for example, sleeping or studying). Privacy will
be controllable with a silent mode, but we are hoping
that this will be seldom used due to the ambiguous
awareness cues used.
The designs we will test and compare at this point
are shown in Figure 6. One of the main reasons for
running this study is to see which visualisation type
is the best approach in terms of the balance between
privacy and utility. The visualisations show movement
history represented as a histogram over time when the
users are selected (see middle image).

3.2

Experiment 2 (Comparative Study)

A shorter study will be performed after the first experiment, to see how participants react to having their
location broadcasted but have no way of seeing what
others see. It is a common view in HCI that systems
must be accountable and show the user what is being inferred by the system. Taking the access to this
knowledge away may create higher levels of privacy issues.

3.3

Experiment 3 (Longitudinal Study)

Once the most suitable visualisation has been identified
and improved, a longer term study will be performed
to measure effects past the initial ’coolness’ factor, to
see if such a system can become translucent in everyday life. The reversal study process in experiment 1
will be repeated once again, but this time over a two
month period.

3.4

Research Questions Revisited

Figure 6: Three interface designs, to be implemented
and compared in the first experiments. Absolute,
In the thesis proposal (accessible at url: spatial, map-based, allows deception and disclosure
http://www.michaelvoong.com/documents/
’blurriness’ radius (top); distance-based, doesn’t allow
progress_reports/RSMG3Voong.pdf) we formed deception but privacy alleviation through ambiguity
the following research questions together with their (middle); spatial, distorted distances, allows deception
corresponding hypotheses.
and disclosure ’blurriness’ radius (bottom).
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Research Question 1: What is the favoured visualisation type for location information used for the
social utility of being aware and connected?

Table 1: Overview of ESM
Qualitative
How confident are you that
you know where [name] is right
now?
How confident that you know
what [name] is doing right now?
How close do you feel to [name]
right now?
How useful has the visualisation
been in the past two days?

Hypothesis 1: The favored visualisation type will
be of spatial nature, and involve visualisation indicators of activity. Map-based visualisations will
not be favored due to representational complexity
and conceptually difficult to understand.
This question will be tackled in experiment 1
(working platform) evaluated using in-lab methods to discover which visualisations are more usable for a mobile awareness platform.

Quantitative
How long has [name] spent at
this location today?
How long has [name] spent at
this location this month?
How many people is [name]
with right now?
When was the last time [name]
was at this location?
When will [name] have free
time?

Research Question 2: Can we formulate an effective measure and devise a relevant evaluation technique for connectedness and awareness?
Hypothesis 2:
A mixture of quantitative and
qualitative measures (self-report) can be validated
to be a successful measure compared to those used
in the literature.
In the literature we see a lack of comprehensive
method for measuring connectedness. We cannot
use sensors to these changes

questions
[1-7]

[1-7]
[1-7]
[1-7]

[minutes,
hours]
[minutes,
hours, days]
[count]
[date]
[date]

We will use ABA’B’ reversal design here, which
controls for extraneous events by adding a sec- 4
Problems Encountered
ond baseline phase (A’) and a second intervention
phase (B’). Our self report technique is taken from
Psychology, and is called ESM (Experience Sam- The most significant problem I have encountered so
pling Method). The questions we ask users during far, is the difficulty in obtaining funding for equipment.
However, development of the experimental framework
these experiments are designed in table 1.
can happen thanks to the availability of direct funding
Research Question 3: Can location information from the research group. As the framework is develdesigned into a visualisation increase a sense of oped longer, a stronger case will be sent to Stephen
awareness and connectedness to groups and the Pillinger to see if there is funding available from the
individual?
facilities budget. This case will be submitted by the
Hypothesis 3: Knowing about location of non- end of May. Additionally, I will actively seek out for
strangers increases feelings of connectedness and additional possibilities by giving talks at established reawareness of those people, and this can be appro- search departments such as MSR (Microsoft Research
priately measured and found to be statistically sig- Cambridge), especially the Socio-Digital Computing
group, headed by Richard Harper, who has invited me
nificant in longer trials.
to speak at their offices in Cambridge.
Research Question 4: How does the representation of location and activity effect the feelings of
social presence and awareness/connectedness?
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Adjusted Timetable

Hypothesis 4: Spatial metaphors used in an abstract, sub-symbolic visualisation creates statistically similar measures of awareness and connect- The timetable has been modified to take into account
edness compared to absolute, map-based visuali- the wizard-of-oz study that has been taken out, and included is the comparative study (user interface present,
sations.
The ESM questions are repeated for the visualisa- vs. user interface not present). The next major checktion type independent variables, and results com- point is the execution of the first experiment in August.
This gives me three months to refine my experimental
pared.
methods and implement a fully working system.
I have pushed backwards the longitudinal study to January 2009 as thesis writing can be done in parallel to
the study. This also provides more time for writing
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up the results in journals and submitting to more conferences. Thesis writing and time for amendments has
been merged into one block allowing for time flexibility
due to unforeseen circumstances.

A poster abstract has been accepted to the tenth conference in Mobile HCI 2008, the 10th International
Conference on Human-Computer Interaction with Mobile Devices and Services in cooperation with ACM
SIGCHI and ACM SIGMOBILE. This poster will illustrate how to design mobile social awareness system
May—July 2008: Implementation of designs & test interfaces which take into account deception.
sensor representations, transformations and combinations

6.3

August 2008: Test with actual user base
September—October 2008: Run
study and data Collection

Rejected Papers

experimental

A full paper entitled “Designing for Deception in
Location-based Social Awareness Systems” was sub*October—November 2008: Run
comparative mitted to HCI 2008 but was rejected. However, this is
currently being formed into a short paper for the same
study (data collection) in parallel
conference. The abstract was as follows:
*November–December 2008: Analyse results, test
hypotheses
“We discuss the socio-technical implicaJanuary 2009: Refine design and implement
tions to the design of sensor-based social
awareness applications in the context of an
February—March 2009: Run longitudinal study
online questionnaire. The results show that
(data collection)
deceptive disclosure of locations is a common
practice when using ordinary communications
*March—April 2009: Analyse results, test hymediums. We learn from this and generate
potheses
design heuristics that apply to many sensorMay 2009 onwards: Thesis writing
aware applications particularly those that use
location with an approach that uses ambiguity to create expressive, interpretable indicaNB: * shows tasks that will run in parallel with another
tors of presence rather than granular repretask.
sentations. This has the potential of alleviating privacy concerns whilst maintaining utility. We support this approach with insights
into the social behavior of deception in loca6 Other General Comments
tion disclosure with an analysis of how active
social network users are more open to reveal6.1 Additions to Bibliography
ing location, but more likely to be deceptive.”
The bibliography has been expanded to include the Experience Sampling Method from Psychology applied to
Ubicomp [3], new presence systems [8, 11, 1], and literature on cognitive maps and applications in computer
science [14, 12]. In May 2007 Taylor & Francis published a special issue on Awareness Systems Design in
their Human-Computer Interaction journal, exemplifying its important position in the field [10, 2].

6.2

The reasons given for rejecting the paper were as follows. One reviewer said that although the design guidelines presented are definitely relevant for mobile social awareness applications, it was not explained in
a methodological way. They wanted me to explain
clearer how the guidelines would be used in an actual system design. The reviews gave the impression
that actual examples of the guidelines being used would
have been preferred. They wanted more detail of the
cultural probe study, but at this point the results I
had were still limited. Another reviewer said that “the
qualitative study has been conducted very well, and
some interesting findings are reported”. They suggested that the paper would be more suitable as a short
paper and/or an interactive experience where people
could try it out themselves.

Conference Attendance/Reviewing

I attended the British HCI Group’s annual HCI conference in September 2007 and CHI 2008 as a student
volunteer, both funded by travel grants from the research committee. This gave me the ability to broaden
my perspective on HCI, study research methodology in
The paper will be rewritten with more focus on the demore detail and increase my network reach in the field.
sign section, and less focus on the ethnographic probe,
I reviewed papers for CHI 2008 prior to my attendance.
since we now have a further conceptual understanding
7

of how these interfaces will play out under these guide- [10] A. Oulasvirta, R. Petit, and M. Raento. Interpretlines.
ing and acting on mobile awareness cues. Human
Computer Interaction, 22:97–135, 2007.
[11] Antti Oulasvirta, Mika Raento, and Sauli Tiitta.
Contextcontacts: re-designing smartphone’s contact book to support mobile awareness and collaboration. In MobileHCI ’05: Proceedings of the
7th international conference on Human computer
interaction with mobile devices & services, pages
167–174, New York, NY, USA, 2005. ACM.
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7.1

Appendices
Probe Pack Print

Figure 7: Probe pack given to participants of experiment

7.2

Location Study Entries
Table 2: Summary of entries made so far (only ones with question responses)
Note

Question

Response

must be downstairs
cooking.smells
like
it!just curious..
He is working, or
cooking? hmmmm

When was the last time you met up with
{name}? Does this seem a long time ago?
Did you have to travel far?
Did you really wanted to meet up with
{name} when you thought of them. Why?
Did you think that {name} would have
been too busy to talk when you thought
of them? Why?
When was the last time you met up with
{name}? Does this seem a long time ago?
Did you have to travel far?

223400678, Saw him this morning.see him every day!

9

yes, because I was thinking of him.
(what a weird question...)
yes, i think he is busy on something.
he has his own social life
Before Christmas

Table 2: Content of table entries (continued)
note

question

test

in library

b a a a0

left Leicester
Moving fast?

yet?

hope he got to work
on time today

is she at home and
ready to go,or should
I wait longer at cs?
he was late for the
meeting, where was
he?
where is she didnt
come back to vicky’s
with me
is he really busy? I’v
been waitin for ages
how near to me is
she now? Wondering
if she would wanna
meet up
is she free to have a
catch up or is she wiv
lee tonight
how is he
will giv him a call
later
how did the dinner go

response

How eager were you to meet up with
{name} at the moment you created this
entry?
Did you see {name} at the same day you
create this thought entry? What made
you think of them again?
How confident were you that {name} was
available to talk at this time. Why?
When was the last time you met up with
{name}? Does this seem a long time ago?
Did you have to travel far?
Is the time of the day related to you thinking of {name}? Do you usually think of
him/her at this time?
Did you really wanted to meet up with
{name} when you thought of them. Why?
What were you doing when you thought
of {name} on that day? e.g. driving,
cooking, or just randomly. Please elaborate.
Did you see {name} at the same day you
create this thought entry? What made
you think of them again?
Is the time of the day related to you thinking of {name}? Do you usually think of
him/her at this time?
When was the last time you met up with
{name}? Does this seem a long time ago?
Did you have to travel far?
Did you really wanted to meet up with
{name} when you thought of them. Why?
Did you want to converse or see {name}
when you thought of them? If not, why?

Just curious

I didn’t see him yesterday

i’m not sure actually
Jan 31, Fecx fun fair

Day time..

no because i knew he was at work.
just wondered if he got to do what
he set out to do today.
staying at Mike’s house

yes, in the department

night time

yesterday afternoon

depend on what stuff i was thinking
about him
Not really,calling her might disturb
her

When was the last time you met up with
{name}? Does this seem a long time ago?
Did you have to travel far?
What is your next future plan with
{name}? How long away is this, and how
does this relate to you thinking of them?
Is the time of the day related to you thinking of {name}? Do you usually think of
him/her at this time?
What were you doing when you thought
of {name} on that day? e.g. driving,
cooking, or just randomly. Please elaborate.
Were you concerned about {name}’s
safety when you thought of them?

couple of hours ago, at the meeting

I didn’t want to disturb {name} at this
time. Why?
Did you really wanted to meet up with
{name} when you thought of them. Why?
Did you think that {name} would have
been too busy to talk when you thought
of them? Why?

I will giv him a call later
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meet her tonight and probably go
out
Day time

patrick passed his test would like to
congratulate him

Jus wanted 2 c if she was free but
don’t wanna disturb

Not really i just wanted to see how
he was
maybe, he could be busy on his
projects

Table 2: Content of table entries (continued)
note

question

response

where will she go after this
hows she doin in newcastle and will she be
back for easter
has he managed to
sort out what we
planned?
is
she
awake
yt...would like to
go shopping with
someone
tell her that i can’t
sign her in
Am at home with
brother Michael in
Leicester and thinking about calling
mum and dad because they are in
China.
has she broken up for
easter, need to meet
up soon
will she be at home
when i go round
how is her sister...wonder if she’s
had the baby yt...
is he on his way?

How confident were you that {name} was
available to talk at this time. Why?
Did you see {name} at the same day you
create this thought entry? What made
you think of them again?
How confident were you that {name} was
available to talk at this time. Why?

Yes she could b available but she
never picks up
no, she’s not in birmingham

When was the last time you met up with
{name}? Does this seem a long time ago?
Did you have to travel far?

yesterday afternoon

Did you really wanted to meet up with
{name} when you thought of them. Why?
What is your next future plan with
{name}? How long away is this, and how
does this relate to you thinking of them?

No there was no need

What is your next future plan with
{name}? How long away is this, and how
does this relate to you thinking of them?
Did you really wanted to meet up with
{name} when you thought of them. Why?
Were you concerned about {name}’s
safety when you thought of them?

meet up for coffee to plan our weekend trip

did she manage to
check out those fare?

did she get home alright
will she be online so
i can ask her a few
things?
she doin anything
over
easter,haven’t
caught up in a while
did that web address
i gave work
were the grading results given out in the
session?
Thinking about if he
is at home or still at
the takeaway working..
is he ok

Were you concerned about {name}’s
safety when you thought of them?

don’t really know, he could be in lectures still

Speaking to them on the phone because they are in China.

yeah because i had planned to meet
her before
no there was nothing to be concerned about
just incase he gets run over and flattens my pizza. lol ..no i had no concerns
just got back from droppin kim off

What were you doing when you thought
of {name} on that day? e.g. driving,
cooking, or just randomly. Please elaborate.
Did you want to converse or see {name}
when you thought of them? If not, why?
How up-to-date do you think you are with
the activities and happenings of {name}?
Do you feel like you are out of touch?
How confident were you that {name} was
available to talk at this time. Why?

she was most probably at work so
didn’t want to disturb her

What is your next future plan with
{name}? How long away is this, and how
does this relate to you thinking of them?
How confident were you that {name} was
available to talk at this time. Why?

we will be going out together next
week in th easter break, this thought
was related to planning our journey
she wouldnot be available to talk because it was training

Did you see {name} at the same day you
create this thought entry? What made
you think of them again?

No I didn’t see Gordon today when
I thought this. I regularly think
about where he is and what he’s doing! Just like to know he’s safe and
well.
no, there is no relation

Is the time of the day related to you thinking of {name}? Do you usually think of
him/her at this time?
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i had just seen kiren so there was no
need to see her again
i feel i am quite up to dte with sienna’s happenings

Figure 8: Interface for selecting a user’s ’meaningful’ locations

7.3

Place Primer Interface
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